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Experiments were onduted in the X2 expansion tube to measure vauum ultravio-
let radiation from shok layers representative of re-entry onditions at ight equivalent
veloities of 10.0 km/s and 12.2 km/s. Cylindrial models of varying lengths were used
to make measurements of dierent depths of radiating gases. Spetral emission mea-
surements were made, imaging parallel to the surfae of the models along the stagnation
streamline. Ratios of integrated spetral bands were ompared to quantify inreases
in radiane with inreasing depth of radiating gas. Signiant inreases in observed
radiane were measured with inreasing model length. Comparisons were made with
simulations that assumed an optially thin shok layer and it was found that over 98.9%
of the total vauum ultraviolet radiation emitted was self-absorbed. Good agreement
was found between the simulations and measurements of total radiane for the dierent
depths of radiating gas. These results highlight the need to aurately quantify the
opaity of a shok layer and spetral line broadening as it signiantly inreases the
radiane emitted from the shok layer in the vauum ultraviolet region.
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I. Introdution
Modelling onvetive and radiative heat transfer to the surfae of a re-entry vehile is a diult
undertaking for design engineers. Convetive heating an be readily studied at temperatures muh
lower than those of radiating shok layers and is therefore relatively well understood, leading to small
design safety fators. Conversely, radiative heating is a phenomenon that is of signiane at high
temperatures and inreases signiantly with temperature. This makes the study of radiative heat
transfer a muh greater hallenge and results in larger unertainties in the predition of radiative
heat loads, whih in turn lead to large safety fators in the design of thermal protetion systems[1℄.
At ertain high heat ux points on a superorbital re-entry trajetory, over 40% of the total radiative
heat ux an originate in the vauum ultraviolet (VUV) region between 100 nm and 200 nm[2℄. Due
to omplex physial phenomena suh as optial thikness or opaity, spetral line broadening and
the diulties assoiated in measuring VUV radiation, this region is not well understood and is
responsible for the bulk of the unertainties assoiated with alulating radiative heat ux.
A gas is onsidered to be optially thin when it is transparent to photons, leading to a linear
inrease in spetral radiane with respet to depth of the radiating gas. As a gas begins to absorb
photons and satter light, the transmissivity drops and the gas is desribed as optially thik. For
an optially thik gas, the relationship between spetral radiane and depth of radiating gas is
no longer linear beause a fration of the photons emitted by the gas are reabsorbed before they
an esape. Therefore, for an optially thik gas, the transmissivity of the gas is a ritial fator in
alulating the spetral radiane. The transmissivity (τ) of a gas is a funtion of the number density
of the attenuating speies (N), with an absorption oeient (σ) and path length (l) through the
absorbing gas, as desribed by the Beer-Lambert law, given in Equation 1.
τ = exp(−σlN) (1)
Provided the gas is in thermodynami equilibrium, its transmissivity will asymptote towards
zero as it approahes the blak-body limit for a given temperature and wavelength. At temperatures
representative of shok layers during re-entry, the blak-body limit in the VUV spetral range is
relatively low ompared with the UV and visible parts of the spetrum. Coupled with the fat that
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transitions in the VUV are high energy and the emission ross-setions are orders of magnitude
higher than in the UV and visible regions, a signiant portion of the emitted VUV radiation is
self-absorbed. Previous studies have shown that over 99% of the VUV emission for some spetral
lines is self-absorbed in the shok layer, yet the small fration that reahes the surfae is responsible
for over 40% of the total radiative heat ux [2℄. The large radiative heat ux observed for suh an
optially opaque spetral region is to a large extent due to the radiane emitted aross the broadened
line prole of the transition.
Physial proesses suh as Doppler broadening and pressure broadening smear the wavelength
range over whih eah transition emits photons. Likewise, the absorption oeient also varies
either side of the nominal wavelength of a given transition. As the number of radiating partiles is
inreased in the line of sight, the physial width of the spetral line will beome larger. The imposed
blak-body limit on the VUV spetral range auses the spetral lines to be saturated, however, with
an inreasing number of partiles in the path length, the spetral emission further from the nominal
wavelength ontinues to inrease. This eet is shown in Figure 1 for a series of inreasing depths
of radiating ow eld. This proess learly shows that spetral line broadening in the VUV spetral
range an be a signiant ontributor to the integrated heat ux inident on a re-entry raft and
must be aurately aounted for.
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Real Gas Simulations
Optically Thin Gas
Fig. 1 Calulated spetra for atomi nitrogen in thermohemial equilibrium at 7,000K and
atmospheri pressure through varying depths of radiating ow elds. Computations arried
out using the Speair program[3℄.
VUV spetral measurements relevant to re-entry onditions at high heat ux have been previ-
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ously onduted at four failities, not inluding the one used in this study[4℄. These failities are the
EM2C plasma torh[5℄, the PWK plasma wind tunnel at IRS[6℄ and the EAST and HVST shok
tubes at NASA and JAXA[7, 8℄. The only faility in this group that has measured VUV radiation
through varying optial path lengths is the EM2C plasma torh. However these measurements were
only arried out for wavelengths above 170 nm and therefore did not over the bulk of the VUV
spetral range[9℄. Consequently, the only faility urrently apable of produing VUV spetral mea-
surements through varying optial path lengths is the X2 expansion tube faility. This is ahieved in
the X2 expansion tube by varying the size of the models used to produe dierent lengths of radiat-
ing gases. Measurements through varying optial path lengths allow diret investigation of radiative
transport through a shok layer, the opaity of spetral regions in the VUV and the quantiation
of inreases in integrated spetral emission with inreasing depth of radiating ow eld.
II. Faility Desription
The X2 expansion tube at The University of Queensland is a free piston, ompressed gas driven
expansion tube apable of produing ows with enthalpies in exess of 175MJ/kg for test times
in exess of 150µs. For this study, the expansion tube was operated with a single driver tube
and a 208mm diameter nozzle onguration as shown in Figure 2. The diaphragm materials used
were arbon steel for the primary diaphragm and aluminium for the seondary diaphragm. A full
desription of the faility is available in Gildnd et al. [10℄.
Fig. 2 Shemati of the X2 expansion tube onguration used for this study. ST1-3 and AT1-6
PCBs are shok tube (ST) and aeleration tube (AT) pressure transduers used to measure
stati pressure and infer shok speeds.
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A. Operating Conditions
Two onditions were utilized for this study mathing 10.0 km/s and 12.2 km/s ight equivalent
enthalpies. Previous shot data and basi shok wave relations, as outlined in Gildnd [11℄, were
utilized to ompute the ll pressures required. These estimates were tested experimentally using
pressure transduers to measure stati pressure and shok veloity, and pitot probes to measure the
produed ow. The measured values were used in onjuntion with the numerial odes Pitot [12℄
and CEA [13℄ to alulate the ow onditions, assuming equilibrium hemistry at the nozzle exit.
Full ondition development details are available in Sheikh 2014 [9℄ and the free stream properties of
the test gas are presented in Table 1.
Table 1 Free stream test onditions alulated using Pitot and available measured values.
Condition 1
Parameter Calulated Measured
Primary shok veloity (km/s) 4.76 4.70 ±0.12
Seondary shok veloity (km/s) 9.57 9.60 ±0.30
Stati pressure at nozzle entry (Pa) 4,710 5,000 ±750
Pitot pressure (kPa) 115 115 ±12
Test gas veloity (km/s) 9.71 N/A
Test gas temperature (K) 2,500 N/A
Test gas Mah number 10.6 N/A
Test gas density (kg/m
3
) 1.26×10
−3
N/A
Test gas enthalpy (MJ/kg) 50.3 N/A
Test gas stati pressure (Pa) 930 N/A
Condition 2
Parameter Calulated Measured
Primary shok veloity (km/s) 5.64 5.70 ±0.15
Seondary shok veloity (km/s) 11.7 11.50 ±0.40
Stati pressure at nozzle entry (Pa) 4,460 7,000 ±1800
Pitot pressure (kPa) 135 140 ±28
Test gas veloity (km/s) 11.8 N/A
Test gas temperature (K) 2,800 N/A
Test gas Mah number 11.9 N/A
Test gas density (kg/m
3
) 1.00×10
−3
N/A
Test gas enthalpy (MJ/kg) 74.5 N/A
Test gas stati pressure (Pa) 870 N/A
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III. Experiment Design
The shok layer formed around a model is omprised of three-dimensional non-uniform ow at
either edge and a uniformly radiating mid-setion. Variation in the length of the model maintains
the same non-uniform ow at either edge whilst altering the length of the uniformly radiating mid-
setion. The models used in these experiments were 25mm tall with a front-fae radius of urvature
of 19mm. Three model lengths of 20mm, 45mm and 90mm were used. The model shapes and a
depition of the experiment onept are presented in Figure 3.
Fig. 3 Left - Depition of model shapes and lengths used. Right - Self absorption experiment
onept showing the top down view of varying length models used to hange the depth of a
uniformly radiating two-dimensional region.
A. Emission Spetrosopy System
Spetral measurements were made imaging the shok layer aross the surfae of the model using
an optial system omposed of a at mirror and a foussing mirror with a foal length of 500mm.
Both mirrors were oated with an Aton Optis #1200 oating for optimal performane aross the
wavelength range of interest. The spatial axis of the spetrosopy system was aligned with the
stagnation streamline of model, as shown in Figure 4. The optial foussing system was designed
to have a magniation of 0.85 resulting in the ability to spatially measure aross 7.8mm, ensuring
the entire shok layer was imaged. A limiting aperture of 10.0mm was plaed on a foussing mirror
to ensure the depth of eld overed the entire 90mm model with a irle of onfusion of 0.35mm.
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The nal details of the optial system designed are presented in Table 2
Fig. 4 Alignment of spetrometer spatial axis with the stagnation streamline of the model.
Table 2 Details of the foussing optial system produed.
Foussing mirror to model entreline (mm) 1088 ±1
Foussing mirror to slit (mm) 925 ±1
Aperture (mm) 10.0 ±0.3
F-Number 50.0 ±1.3
Depth of eld (mm) 90 ±3
Calulated irle of onfusion (mm) 0.35
VUV radiation is strongly absorbed by moleular oxygen and water vapour found in air and the
free stream test gas produed by the expansion tube. Consequently, the optial path between the
radiating shok layer and the detetion devie must be ontained within a high vauum environment.
A high vauum hamber was designed and onstruted to house the foussing optis and a series of
evauated light tubes were employed to extend the high vauum to within 10mm of the radiating
shok layer. The evauated light path was sealed by a magnesium uoride window mounted within
a `fene'. The role of the fene was to produe an aute angled shok wave that would dissoiate
the moleular oxygen in the ore ow diretly in front of the viewing window whilst ensuring the
disruption was small enough not to aet the shok layer formed over the model. An annotated
image of the set up during testing is shown in Figure 6. Based on the Lu et al. [14℄ absorption
ross-setions for moleular oxygen, it was alulated that the absorption in the ore ow between
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the radiating shok layer and the window would be less than 2% due to the small size of the gap,
relatively low pressure of the free stream ow and the partially dissoiated state of oxygen within
the test gas. This was experimentally veried by reduing the distane between the shok layer and
the fene until there was no inrease in signal strength measured, implying there was no further
redution in absorption of the signal by the oreow[9℄.
Nozzle
Exit
Radiating
Shock Layer
Spectrometer
Entry Slit
Pump
Flange
Gauge
Flange
Optical Path
Edge Of
Test Section
Fig. 5 Imaging optis to observe radiation aross the surfae of the model and high vauum
optial path. Image drawn to sale.
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Fig. 6 Top down view of fene and window position with a 10mm gap to the blunt model.
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1. Spetrometer
A MPherson NOVA 225 1.0m foal length, normal inidene spetrometer oupled to an Andor
iStar generation 2 ICCD was the spetrosopy system used in this study. A 300 lines/mm grating
was used to allow for a wavelength range of 115 nm to 175 nm in eah image. There are 512 pixels
in the spatial axis of the CCD and 2048 pixels in the spetral axis, providing a alulated spetral
resolution of 0.06 nm/pixel. The slit width was set to 25µm resulting in an instrument funtion of
0.20 nm half-width-full-maximum for the system, inferred from the 121.5 nm deuterium alibration
lamp spetral line [4, 9℄.
2. Calibration
The emission spetrosopy system was alibrated using an in-situ alibration tehnique utilizing
a deuterium alibration lamp. The deuterium lamp was alibrated at the Physikalish-Tehnishe
Bundesanstalt [15℄ and is provided with a alibrated spetral radiane. An in-situ alibration ap-
proah was utilized as it aounts for any variation in alignment, aperture size, transmission and
reetane of optial elements from the given values as they are all in the optial path during
alibration. The system sensitivity is presented in Figure 7 and was alulated using Equation 2:
System sensitivity(λ) =
ICCD ounts
Calibrated spetral lamp radiane
(2)
3. Unertainty Analysis
The ve terms most inuential in alulating the level of unertainty in emission spetrosopy
are the radius of the aperture, distane to the aperture, the optial depth of the radiating gas,
optial magniation and optial losses [16℄. All optial aspets, inluding magniation of the
optial system and apture solid angle, are aounted for in the in-situ alibration. The size of
the models ditate the optial depth of the radiating gas and these are known aurately. The
three-dimensional edge eets are not known aurately but are assumed to be onstant between
models. Consequently the emission spetrosopy system unertainty is limited to the unertainty
of the alibration lamp itself and these values are outlined in Table 3.
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Fig. 7 System sensitivity as a funtion of wavelength.
Table 3 Relative unertainty of the alibration lamp [15℄.
Spetral Range (nm) Spetral Bandwidth (nm) Relative Expanded
Unertainty (k=2)
116.0 - 120.4 0.8 14%
120.6 - 122.6 0.8 36%
122.8 - 170.0 0.8 14%
172.0 - 410.0 1.6 7%
IV. Experimental Results
In eah experiment a two-dimensional image is reorded onsisting of a wavelength axis (hor-
izontal) and a spatial axis (vertial). The wavelength is alibrated by reording an image from
a spetral lamp and identifying known spetral features. The physial sale is determined from
the measured magniation of the system. The orientation is suh that ow along the stagnation
streamline is imaged with the shok front near the top of the image and the body towards the
bottom. A raw image aptured during an experiment is shown in Figure 8.
Before an image is alibrated, a dark frame is subtrated to remove bakground noise. Stray light
measurements were not possible during an experiment but were instead made using the alibration
lamp as an in-situ soure and stray light was found to be negligible. Conversion of measured
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Fig. 8 Raw image aquired on the ICCD observing aross the surfae of the model at Condi-
tion 2.
ounts to spetral radiane, as shown in 9a, is arried out using the approah outlined in Setion
III.A.2. Spetral integration of the reorded image allows for an intensity prole along the stagnation
streamline to be alulated, as shown in Figure 9b. The initial rise in intensity depits the shok
front and this is not measured as an instantaneous inrease in spetral intensity due to the inherent
aberrations within the optial measurement system and nite ow length required to dissoiate the
gas and transfer energy into the appropriate temperature modes before the measured transitions
an begin to radiate.
Figure 9 shows a spetrum of the ow. It is reated by spatially averaging aross the approxi-
mately onstant emission region of the shok layer shown by the two red horizontal lines in Figure
9b. It shows a range of spetral features that an be used in detailed analysis of the shok layer.
A. Spetral Line Identiation
Eah spetral line produed through radiative emission an be traed bak to a single or losely
spaed set of transitions. All spetral line peaks measured in the steady state emission region of
the shok layer produed in this study are produed by atomi speies, and an therefore an be
identied using the National Institute of Standards and Tehnology [17℄ spetral line database. A
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Fig. 9 (a) - Calibrated image for the 90mm model at Condition 2. (b) - Spetrally integrated
prole showing the spatial distribution of the reorded image. The red lines indiate the
spatial region termed the steady state emission region. () - Spetrum produed in the
steady state emission region.
sample spetrum with identied atomi speies representing eah spetral line is presented in Figure
10.
All arbon, iron, hydrogen and aluminium features are onsidered ontaminants as they are
produed by the operation of the expansion tube. Carbon and iron are believed to be entrained
from the walls of the expansion tube and the surfae of the model. Aluminium ontamination ours
as a result of using aluminium sheet for the seondary diaphragm, whih is positioned ahead of the
test gas at the time of ring. Vaporised diaphragm material is able to aelerate at almost the
same rate as the test gas and an enter the radiating shok layer during the test time. Hydrogen
ontamination is a result of water vapour out-gassing from the walls of the shok tube whilst it is
at low pressures required for the operation of the expansion tube. All spetral lines produed by
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Fig. 10 Chemial speies responsible for eah spetral line observed at Condition 2. [4℄
ontaminant speies are ignored in the analysis as the level of ontamination between experiments
may be variable.
B. Datasets Produed
The spetra measured in the steady state emission region aross the surfae of eah model are
presented in Figures 11 and 12. Regions dominated by ontaminants have been removed for this
study. It is apparent that the intensities of the spetra measured do not sale with the varying depth
of radiating ow eld produed by eah model. This lak of saling is due to the optial opaity of
the shok layer.
A seondary fator aeting the measured spetral line intensities is the nite resolution of the
spetrosopy system, or the instrument funtion. This limitation stems from the nite physial size
of the spetrometer slit, the dispersion of the grating, fous of the spetrometer and the resolution
of the detetor, leading to a wavelength range, rather than a given wavelength, to be integrated on
eah pixel. The resulting measured spetral line peak therefore onsists of a ombination of the peak
spetral line emission, and a portion of the energy emitted either side of the nominal wavelength.
The impat of the 0.2 nm half-width-full-maximum instrument funtion on eah spetral line varies
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depending on the level of physial broadening, whih is unique for eah spetral line, and this is
further investigated in Setion V.B.
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Fig. 11 Comparison of spetra produed in the steady state emission region aross models of
lengths 90mm, 45mm and 20mm at Condition 1.
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Fig. 12 Comparison of spetra produed in the steady state emission region aross models of
lengths 90mm, 45mm and 20mm at Condition 2.
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V. Analysis
The nite spetral resolution of the spetrosopy system preludes the use of individual spetral
lines in the investigation of the level of optial opaity of eah transition through the shok layer.
Simulations with an instrument funtion onvolution were required to alulate a spetrum that
aounted for the instrumental broadening of spetral lines. This was ahieved using the CEA
program [13℄ to alulate the equilibrium gas hemistry and Speair [5℄ to produe the emission
spetrum. Speair is a radiation modelling and spetral line tting program. It was the preferred
program for this study due to the array of graphial features that an be used to aid in spetral line
tting.
The measured spetra were spatially averaged in the steady emission region of the shok layer
and assumed to be at equilibrium. The equilibrium temperatures seleted were 9,900K and 12,400K
for Conditions 1 and 2 respetively based on best ts with the measured spetra and previous
stagnation streamline measurements at these onditions [4℄. Due to the high thermal sensitivity
of the blak-body limit in the VUV spetral range, this approah has been shown to obtain the
temperature within an unertainty of 2.0% and 2.5% for Conditions 1 and 2 respetively[4℄. The
radiating gas pressure for the simulations was set to the measured pitot pressure values for both
onditions outlined in Table 1. Any ontributions from the non-equilibrium edges of the shok layer
were assumed to be negligible and therefore the gas thermohemistry was set to be onstant for the
entire line of sight. The omputed and measured spetra for both onditions and eah of the three
model sizes are presented in Figure 13.
The equilibrium spetra omputed showed good agreement with the measured values, suggesting
the shok layer was in, or lose to, thermohemial equilibrium in the steady emission region. A
spetral line measured at 121 nm is not shown in the omputed spetra and this is a result of
hydrogen emission not being inluded in the Speair program. The measured and omputed spetra
were integrated aross the regions outlined in Table 4. These regions were seleted as they were
void of ontaminants. This approah allowed for the omputation of the total radiane from a
single, or disreet set of spetral lines, avoiding the omplexities enountered due to spetral lines
overlapping due to physial broadening mehanisms and spetral smearing due to the instrument
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Fig. 13 Comparisons of measured and omputed spetra at equilibrium onditions. Condi-
tion 1 omparisons on the left hand side and Condition 2 omparisons on the right hand side.
Model lengths: 90mm - top, 45mm - middle and 20mm - bottom.
funtion. Ratios of the integrated values were ompared to remove any ontributions from the non-
equilibrium edges, assuming the edge eets remained onstant between the dierent model sizes.
The results of this analysis are presented in Figures 14 and 15. Region 3 at Condition 1 is omitted
from the plot as a small aluminium peak ontaminated the wings of the nitrogen spetral line. This
aluminium peak was only observed at measurable levels for Condition 1. It was not observed in
Condition 2 probably due to the higher equilibrium temperature resulting in a signiantly higher
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fration of the aluminium beoming ionized.
Table 4 Spetral regions used in integration analysis of optial thikness.
Region Wavelength Range (nm) Contributing Speies
Region 1 124.0 - 125.0 Nitrogen
Region 2 129.5 - 133.1 Nitrogen and Oxygen
Region 3 140.8 - 141.6 Nitrogen
Region 4 148.0 - 150.5 Nitrogen
Region 5 173.5 - 175.3 Nitrogen
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Fig. 14 Computed and measured integrated region ratios for Condition 1. Integrated regions
are outlined in Table 4. The dashed-dotted lines represent the ratios of model lengths.
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Fig. 15 Computed and measured integrated region ratios for Condition 2. Integrated regions
are outlined in Table 4. The dashed-dotted lines represent the ratios of model lengths.
A previous repeatability study for this system found that spetral intensity measurements for
these onditions, with a similar optial onguration, are repeatable to within 15% [4℄. Based on
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this unertainty, the simulation results showed exellent agreement with measurements at Condition
1 between the 45mm and 90mm models. The simulated spetra over-predited the measured self-
absorption strength for the shorter 20mm model at Condition 1. All alulated integral ratios
at Condition 2 over-predit the measured values by a fator of approximately 1.3 aross the entire
spetral range. Having eliminated the possibility of this disrepany being aused by the instrument
funtion through the integration of spetral lines, possible explanations for this disrepany are
believed to be a ombination of the non-equilibrium gas at either edge of the model, the three-
dimensionality of the ow ausing the shok front to urve around the model and the alulation
of spetral line broadening. Three dimensional simulations are required to produe a line of sight
thermohemial omposition to aount for the three-dimensionality and edge eets of the model
in order to provide a more aurate omparison with measured spetral data.
A. Computation of Optial Thikness
The simulated spetra provided good agreement with measurements and therefore the spetral
modelling approah was onsidered to be valid. This modelling methodology was used to alulate
spetral emission for the same gas assuming optial transpareny, allowing for alulations of the
optial thikness of the gas. Sample omputed spetra for the 90mm models are presented in Figures
16 and 17 on a logarithmi sale.
From Figures 16 and 17 it is apparent that the optially thin spetra predits orders of magnitude
higher spetral radiane ompared with the optially opaque omputations. Integrating aross the
wavelength bands outlined in Table 4 and omparing with experimental values obtained, it is possible
to ompute an optial opaity. Table 5 shows the perentage of radiation that is self-absorbed by the
gas and provides an indiator of the optial thikness of the regions seleted for this study. These
perentages are based on the ratio of spetral emission using a simulated optially thin radiating
gas and the experimentally measured radiating shok layer.
It is apparent that all spetral regions are highly optially opaque with at least 97.8% of the
emitted radiation being absorbed before it an esape the shok layer. In partiular, Regions 1 and
4 showed over 99.4% opaity for all three model sizes. Whilst these results show that the shok layer
18
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Fig. 16 Comparison of the previously omputed optially thik spetra, and emission from an
optially thin gas for the 90mm model at Condition 1.
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Fig. 17 Comparison of the previously omputed optially thik spetra, and emission from an
optially thin gas for the 90mm model at Condition 2.
in all three models is highly optially opaque, there are signiant inreases in spetral radiane
measured as the optial depth of the radiating ow eld is inreased, as summarised in Table 6 and
Figure 18. This is due to the fat that the optial opaity is not hanging signiantly as the optial
depth of radiating gas is inreased. Consequently, almost the same small perentage of spetral
radiane is transmitted through the bulk of the shok layer for the dierent size models, leading
to the signiant inreases in total spetral radiane measured with inreasing model length. As
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Table 5 Optial opaity perentage of integrated regions in the VUV spetral range alulated
from simulated optially thin spetra and measured real gas spetra.
Condition 1 Condition 2
Wavelength 90 mm 45 mm 20 mm 90 mm 45 mm 20 mm
Region 1 99.8% 99.7% 99.7% 99.7% 99.6% 99.5%
Region 2 99.0% 98.6% 98.4% 98.9% 98.6% 97.9%
Region 3 N/A N/A N/A 98.7% 98.5% 97.9%
Region 4 99.8% 99.7% 99.7% 99.7% 99.6% 99.4%
Region 5 98.9% 98.8% 98.6% 98.7% 98.5% 97.8%
Total 99.5% 99.4% 99.3% 99.4% 99.2% 98.9%
the shok layers studied in these experiments are of omparable temperatures and partile number
density to those observed in re-entry spaeraft, it an be onluded that shok stando is strongly
oupled to VUV radiative heat ux on a re-entry vehile.
Table 6 Experimentally measured total spetral radiane normalised to the 20mm model.
Condition 1 Condition 2
Spetral Radiane Normalised to 20mm Model 90 mm 45 mm 90 mm 45 mm
Region 1 2.96 1.91 2.74 1.46
Region 2 2.85 1.97 2.45 1.53
Region 3 N/A N/A 2.86 1.58
Region 4 2.76 1.86 2.29 1.44
Region 5 3.30 1.84 2.78 1.52
Total 3.00 1.89 2.55 1.50
Normalised Length 4.50 2.25 4.50 2.25
B. Computational Spetra Without an Instrument Funtion
The omputation of spetra for diret omparison with measurements was alulated using an
instrument funtion onvolution to aount for the nite spetral resolution of the measurement
system. Using the same approah but removing the onvolution of the omputed spetra with the
instrument funtion, it is possible to provide a more detailed piture of the physial phenomena
20
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Fig. 18 Measured inreases in total VUV spetral radiane normalised to the 20mm model
with optially thik and thin limits superimposed.
ourring in the radiating shok layer. Figures 19 and 20 present the spetra with the instrument
funtion onvolution removed.
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Fig. 19 Computed spetra aross models of lengths 90mm, 45mm and 20mm at Condition 1
with no slit funtion onvolution.
It is immediately apparent that most spetral line peak intensities remain onstant between the
three depths of radiating ow elds, onrming the high opaity of the gas in the VUV spetral
range. Furthermore, it an be onluded from the ratios of integral regions, whih remain onstant
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Fig. 20 Computed spetra aross models of lengths 90mm, 45mm and 20mm at Condition 2
with no slit funtion onvolution.
with or without the instrument funtion onvolution, that there are signiant inreases in spetral
radiane from the wings of the spetral lines observed in the spetrum, even though the peak of the
spetral line itself is not inreasing in intensity. The physial broadening proesses are so pronouned
that most of the omputed spetral lines overlap with neighbouring lines. This is highlighted by the
spetral lines in the 129 nm to 133 nm and 147 nm to 151 nm regions presented in Figure 21.
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Fig. 21 Computed spetra in two narrow spetral regions at Condition 2 without an instrument
funtion onvolution.
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VI. Conlusions
This study has produed alibrated VUV emission spetral measurements aross the surfae
of three dierent size models to investigate optial thikness and inreases in radiation emission
due to physial broadening mehanisms. Three models were used to allow for the reation of three
depths of omparable radiating ow elds and spetral measurements were made between 115 nm
and 180 nm, at two onditions representative of 10.0 km/s and 12.2 km/s ight equivalent veloities.
Spetra were omputationally simulated using the CEA and Speair programs and good agree-
ment was observed with measurements. Five spetral bands were seleted for integration and anal-
ysis to overome the omplexities of spetral lines overlapping and the eet of the instrument
funtion. Ratios of the integrated values were alulated for the dierent model lengths to eliminate
the inuene of the non-equilibrium edge eets, whih were assumed to be onstant for all models.
The integral ratios provided an exellent math at Condition 1 between the 45mm and 90mm model
measurements. For Condition 2, the omputed ratios over-predited the measured ratios by a fator
of approximately 1.3 aross the entire spetral range. This was attributed to a ombination of the
three-dimensionality of the ow eld not being taken into aount, the shot-to-shot repeatability of
the system and the alulation of spetral line broadening in the simulations. It was onluded that
three-dimensional simulations were required to aurately ompute the thermohemisty through the
entire line of sight for a more aurate omparison with measurements.
Simulations were arried out to alulate the total spetral emission that would be observed for
an optially thin gas and ompared with the measured values. This analysis onluded the shok
layer was over 97.8% opaque for all the regions onsidered, and opaity values exeeded 99.4% for
all measurements in Regions 1 and 4. Even at these high optial opaity levels, signiant inreases
in spetral radiane were measured with inreasing model length leading to the onlusion that the
shok stando is strongly oupled to VUV radiative heat ux on a re-entry vehile.
Computational spetra without an instrument funtion onvolution were produed to investigate
the physial broadening ourring in the shok layer leading to the observed inreases in integrated
spetral radiane, and to deouple the instrument funtion from physial broadening mehanisms.
This analysis onluded that the experimentally observed inreases in spetral peak heights were
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due to the instrument funtion and there were no inreases in spetral line intensities at the nominal
transition wavelength with inreasing depths of radiating ow eld. It is onluded from this study
that the signiant inreases in spetral radiane measured with inreasing depth of radiating ow
eld are due solely to physial broadening mehanisms and not through inreases in spetral emission
at the nominal wavelength of eah transition. These results highlight the importane of aurately
aounting for physial broadening mehanisms when omputing the radiative heat ux in the VUV
spetral range.
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